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About This Game

When Samantha's new benefactor asks her to track down Alexander the Great's Scroll of Wealth, the opportunity seems too be
good to be true�searching for the scroll while collecting amazing finds for the Museum of Secrets Lost! Little does she know

that a secret brotherhood is watching her every move and that she'll have to do a lot more digging to find the true treasure.
  Travel to exotic locations as you help archaeologist and adventurer Samantha Swift uncover the ancient secrets and mystery

shrouding the famed Golden Touch!

Engrossing mystery story sets the stage for this Casual Adventure game

Solve puzzles, collect artifacts and piece together clues to uncover the secrets of the Golden Touch

All-new levels, backgrounds and puzzles to explore

Collect artifacts and golden treasure for The Museum of Secrets Lost

Locate tools in each scene to help you along your way

Uncover completely hidden special items, and use the right tool to recover each one
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neat little story
+ok graphics
+gameplay is basically Battlefield

-Story sucks towards end
-Online dead
-3 to 4 hour single player campaign. Just do not buy this, it is currently worthless.. This is a neato platfomer that especially since
it was made by one person has a lot going for it

the good
-some really catchy music (especially when you get a powerup)
-interesting platforming
-good asthetics
-each orb to collect has a timer when you collect it to escape 1) if you lose it can be reset 2) it's a good difficulty not too hard
but hard enough that some levels I had to retry (so usually timed events I hate but these were actually bearable because it wasn't
too punishing if you lose)

the ok
-a lot of the levels are translucent which both makes it easy to see where to go but sometimes makes it harder to see where you
need to jump to
-level size, its both a plus and minus the plus is that sometimes hitting a huge jump has you clenching your muscles and makes it
a bit more tense the minus is that it takes longer to get from point A to point B
-the platforming - later on in the game you basically fly espcially if you have a power orb

the bad
- as the clock ticks down in the timed events everything gets brighter and combining that brightness with the translucent blocks
there were 2-3 times I was down to the last 5-10 seconds left and I was basically blind and was guessing my jumps to escape the
level

one thing that I was kinda dissapointed about but understand is that in the beginning levels you will use 1-2 types of orbs in a
level but later on you use only 1 type of orb per level because they become so overpowered

oh one thing to realize that took me a bit to figure out because I went into this game blind is that there are levels within levels
kinda like when you go to find a file location on a computer and you have to go into a few folders in order to find the file so
knowing that information should give you the mindset to help you navigate your way around to your objectives much easier (so
while there are 16 orbs to collect there is more like 40ish levels in total in this game)

so yeah other then that this is a solid platformer (if you like platformers you are likely to like this one). I, like many others here,
can't help but be strangely compelled to play. Instead of just leaving it at that though, I'll try to put what I feel in words. This
game seems like it was developed to be the ulitmate abstract expression of both the 90's "collect-a-thon" platformers and the
modern open-world "sandbox" games. It's minimalistic aesthetic serves well the feeling of exploration and the occasional bits of
story you recieve from journal pieces and conversations are tantalizing enough to entice you to find them all and piece together
the entirety of the narrative.

While the gameplay so far has never diversed from "roll around, color, collect, talk" I don't think it needs to, it's a testament to
the philosophy that simplicity is key and sometimes overthought in the game design process isn't required. In addition to the of
the world beng a clever mechanic, it also lends a hand to the relaxing nature of the game and imparts a sense of ownership as no
two worlds will be the same and you can feel proud of your coloring as you traverse your world.
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There really isn't much negative to say about the game, but one should be informed the game has no save mechanic. This is by
design and I really don't think it needs to have saving, but definitely make sure to make time for this game because all of your
work will be lost upon closing. (edit: ive been informed this is no longer the case and the game saves on exit. YAY!)

That's really all I have to say about Cube & Star: An Arbitrary Love. I don't think this will win over some gamers but I would
encourage everyone to at least try it. What's here is something that to the best of my knowledge hasn't been done before, and the
results come together in a delightful and fascinating way.. I love this game so much. When I was going in to buy it, I just got it
because I liked the style of it. But it was so much more. I found out it got a 9\/10 on steam, and is a very legitamite game for
steam and also xbox arcade. I reall really recommend it. It's in my top 10 favorite video games. And its a steal for the amount of
entertainment and acheivments you can get. BUY IT NOW!!!!!!!!!!!!. I'm sad that I cannot get this game to work for me. I tried
all the work-arounds; compatibility, run as admin, reinstall, verify, but it just keeps crashing. I am a fan of the Still Life series
and I really wanted to give this game a try but it doesn't look like that will happen anytime soon. Windows 7, Y U Do Dis?! I
cannot recommend this game because I can't run it, so if you have windows 7 64 bit, I would probably steer clear of this game..
There are precious few game series that live to see a 4th installment - especially if the genre is "puzzle". It's also difficult to
steadily improve quality as the series goes forward. To have a 4th installment that is massively superior to the (already good)
predecessors is really exceptional - and this is what Quell Zen managed to achieve.
The basic Quell formula is simple. You're guiding a raindrop with momentum - if you push it right, it will travel right until it
hits something (or travel forever if it doesn't hit anything :) Initially, you need to collect pearls to complete levels, but as the
game goes on, there are more types of objectives. Some of the levels are challenging to figure out, but the real challenge is
getting the perfect score (ie. lowest number of moves). If more challenge is wanted, you can look for the hidden jewel on the
level. Some levels also have sublevels, also for additional challenge. And finally, you can try to beat the perfect score - there are
a handful in every quell game where this is possible.
As you see, Quell goes from the relaxing casual to the mid-heavy challenging, depending on how you approach. The simple but
pleasing visual style is unobtrusive, while the gorgeous soundtrack infuses the game with a degree of melancholy. This is where
Quell Zen scores big - combining the ever more refined atmosphere of the first three games with a Japanese theme is a total hit,
when I saw the game, I just wondered how the creators didn't think of this earlier. Ah yeah, and doubling the number of levels
also did the game some good :)

Complete with a simple but heartfully told little story, Quell Zen is one of the most atmospheric puzzle games I've ever played,
with a difficulty level matching my capabilities and attention span well. As the crowning glory of an already excellent series, this
game is certainly recommended.
. The good:
- The story have its moments
- The low price
The Bad:
- The game freeze for me about every 15 -30 Minutes
- It appears to have only one single path of action that move you forward and sometimes you even have to find the right action
via trial and error (or a walktrough)
- Fixed window / game resolution (as typicial for most RPG Maker games)

If the game would run without problems I maybe would give a suggestion to get it because of its low price but so no way.. i'm a
easy man, anime + VR = sure buy. Now as i put on gal gun VR... if you are a otaku and have VR and you don't have this game..
then you are lying, or you are not an otaku or you don't have VR.

My only problem with this game.. really put VR after a sale... at least is before winter sale... and probably will be more cheaper
then.. still that is VR make it enough reason to buy at full price .. and hope next of their games will come VR at launch.... I like
this loco and the cars are great as well! My only complaint is the sound, but only in certain camera views. Let me try to explain.
In the cab, the sounds are great! In helicopter view 1, however, I can't hear the prime mover at all when my camera is up close
and facing the front of the loco or when I'm in a broadside view of the loco. I CAN hear the bell, horn and track sounds just
fine, though. Now, if I move the camera to the rear of the loco, the primer mover sound really booms in nicely, but pan to the
middle (broadside) or front and the sound vanishes completely! I generally don't have issues like this with my other locos, so I'm
thinking the problem is with this loco? Hopefully, someone will look into this and correct. Someday I hope to learn how to
adjust these things myself, but it would be nice to not have do it (it should be released with these problems already ironed out).
One other sound complaint is I think the bell is much too loud in the cab, but it's fine outside. Otherwise, the texturing is very
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good and so is the physics. The cabview is nice and overall, the loco is really a joy to run! In spite of the minor sound issues, it's
definitely worth a $20 bill and the new Amfleet coaches and dome car is icing on the cake! I predict this DLC will be used a lot
by scenario makers, and in fact, two or three have already jumped on the wagon!
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It is 100% worth for the price, a definite yes.. Gets really repetitive and old really quick, only one song played the hour I played,
all the rooms look the same, puzzles aren't hard but instead consist of frustratingly difficult and precise jumps which are made
harder by the isometric view.. Looking for a review for ''STAIRS''? Oh, you 're in the right place... and you 're in for a ride.

I loved this game's potential. But for each hour spent playing this i spent two hours trying to make it work. I was determined to
ignore the bugs. I almost forced myself to immerse in the story and atmosphere... Hours of tweaking both in-game and on my pc
did not fix the ♥♥♥♥♥♥ glitches. Texture pop up, tearing, falling through the floor CONSTANTLY SHATTER immersion.
But i kept soldiering through it. I endured the weird puzzle logic i could not understand even after looking a walkthrough. Cause
this game's atmosphere is really good.

Then came the ''journal does not update'' bug. Fixed it after long search in forums.

Then came the ''camera does not work'' bug. I had to restart game everytime.

Then came the ''stuck in random spots'' bug. After 5 minutes flailing around, i could walk again.

Then came the ''unresponsive monsters spawn in random spots'' bug. Tried to look it up, and my search revealed only complaints
in forums, angry reviews in Steam, and huge Youtube channels encountering GAME BREAKING BUGS making them
ABANDON THEIR PLAYTHROUGHS!!

I had a miserable time struggling with this garbage. It's great potential was but the bait that kept me going from bad to worse.
STAY AWAY - POISON!. Excercise your critical thinking skills in this fun puzzle game. With its simplistic design and musical
sound effects I found it quite enjoyable and would highly recommend it. The concept is simple. Balls are shot from an opening
and you must place angles and or portals to get it to open doors and get them to the end. The difficulty is you must put them in
the proper spot at the proper time to achieve your goal.

  It is a great game for all ages however those under ten may need help to finish it unless they are unusually patient. A great
game to play with your children though. Get their little problem solving wheels turning! The game has some difficult levels but
not overly so in my opinion. I did however cheat on one of the bonus levels and look for the answer elsewhere.

  There are a number of free levels for download in the steam workshop as well. Just subscribe to them and they will be
downloaded the next time you start the game.

  I did not find any bugs and was not able to complete any level using less than the full complement of pieces provided. Note:
This is edited because I could not find the level editor. I did find the level editor it is in your steam files.

In my opinon it would be worth the full price of $4.99 or even better to purchase it on sale! However I prefer to let the gamer
decide how much a game is worth as it is a subjective matter. Hope this review helped.

Enjoy your Gaming!. The Best game so far on Steam, when Im finally drunk !!. Loved this in the initial Aerofly FS. Glad to
have it back and for a fair price. Still my favourite photoreal scenery in any sim to date. Thanks!. The game is awfull . Do not
bother.. For free its pretty good game maps could be bigger though and recommend some one play this on multi screens i do on
3 of them and its way better
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